Uploading to YouTube
YouTube provides extensive documentation to walk you through the upload process on various
platforms.
Once you have successfully uploaded your video, we recommend reviewing and changing a few settings
from the default values, as outlined below.

Privacy Settings
There are three options for your video: Public, Private, and Unlisted. We generally recommend posting
videos as Unlisted. Unlisted videos do not show up in search results (either through YouTube or search
engines) or in the ‘related videos’ display that often shows up when a YouTube video ends. The video is
however shareable by anyone with the link or embed code. This means that you can embed the video in
CourseLink or other course tools, and anyone you or your students send the link to can view the video.

Comments and Ratings
We recommend disabling both comments and ratings. To do this, set Comment Visibility to Disable
Comments. Additionally, uncheck Users can view ratings for this video. We disable these settings
because moderating the comments and removing spam can become a big job. It is also generally
preferred to keep discussion of course content in the course shell, where students are using their real
names and know who they are interacting with.
A full set of typical settings for the videos we post can be seen in the screenshots below:

It is also possible to make these settings the default for all videos you upload. Individual videos may of
course have different settings, if you wish to override the defaults.

Captions and Transcripts
By default, YouTube will create AI-generated captions for your video using the video language you have
selected. These captions can be edited using the excellent caption editor built into YouTube Studio.
It is also possible to upload your own caption files in the event you have been provided files in a suitable
format or have used software to generate them. More likely, you have a transcript file; this can be
uploaded as well, and the AI will auto-synchronize your video to the text in your transcript. The results
from this are generally superior to auto-generated captions.
Up to date details on all of these options are available on the Google support site.

